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Next Run No: 2018
Date: 8th April 2019
Start: Quarry Car Park, Burrator
On Down: Burrator Inn, Dousland - AGM
Hares: Raunchy
Scribe: Tbc
The tale of Quick Bridge
Well where to start! That was the question posed by the select band of Hashers mulling around
Quick Bridge, the Hares had managed to secrete the dust in a very dark and secluded lane. Never
mind once found, onwards and upwards to New Waste, a challenging start - up and up and up!
The dazzling starlight night guided our way. Orion, the Plough and the Great Bear provided much
needed trail pointers, proving slightly more useful than the surfeit, or was it dearth of dust? In all
honesty both extremes were in evidence! Both the shorts and longs parted company and
proceeded on their ways with little other grumblings.
The shorts were happily trotting around the starlit Devon countryside until Pissed N Broke was
found in the lead; this led to much confusion on him stumbling upon a check. The shorts quickly
disappeared in all directions attempting find the ‘On On’, however the weak link, our esteemed
Pissed N Broke illustrated the need for remedial houndsmanship. Having run up and down the trial
three times remonstrating ‘lost dust, no dust and check back!’, it was finally determined by the
better educated group than all possible other routes ended in a check backs. ‘Are you sure!’ came
the beleaguered and now increasingly menacing call from the darkness. Are, well there is an arrow

here - I’m stood on it. Hurrah, we were off again with much ‘cat calling’ being aimed at the
defenceless Pissed N Broke.
Having successfully completed a transit woodland, a watery crossing (something that has not been
much in evidence over the past months, watch out next week – Oh dear if you are reading this in
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the pub the threat is old news!) and a couple of shiggy obstacles we finally arrived back at the
‘Check In’ satisfied that the hares had done their duty. Off to the On Down!
The On Down, may I say a tame affair as the GM excelled himself yet again in demonstrating high
quality crowd management. Two birthday announcements accompanied by a glorious tribute and
not much else, gossip was very thin on the ground.
NB – the AGM is on the 8th April at the Burrator Inn.
Hares please note!
Before planning a hash on Forestry Commission land in the North/West Devon area could you
please complete, and submit the general permission application form which can be found on the
Home Page.
Thanks very much.
On On!
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